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ABSTRACT
Using the Boltzmann-radiation-hydrodynamics code which solves the Boltzmann equation for the
neutrino transport, we present the results of the simulations with the nuclear equations of state (EOSs)
of Lattimer-Swesty (LS) and Furusawa-Shen (FS). We extend the simulation time of the LS model
and conducted thorough investigations, though the previous paper reported some of the results briefly.
Only the LS model shows the shock revival. This seems to originate from the nuclear composition: the
different nuclear composition results in the different energy loss by the photodissociation and hence
the different strength of the prompt convection and the later neutrino-driven convection. The proto-
neutron star seen in the FS model is more compact than that in the LS model since the existence
of multi-nuclear species softens the EOS. For the behavior of neutrinos, we examined the flux and
the Eddington tensor of neutrinos. In the optically thick region, the diffusion of neutrinos and the
dragging by the matter motion determine the flux. In the optically thin region, the free-streaming
determines it. The Eddington tensor is compared with that obtained from the M1-closure relation.
The M1-closure scheme overestimates the contribution from the velocity-dependent terms in the semi-
transparent region.
Keywords: equation of state – methods: numerical – neutrinos – radiative transfer – shock waves –
supernovae: general
1. INTRODUCTION
The core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are considered
to be the explosive death of massive stars. The energy
source of the explosion is the gravitational energy re-
leased when the stellar iron core collapse to form a neu-
tron star (NS; Baade & Zwicky 1934). It amounts for
∼ 1053 erg. The CCSNe produce some heavy element
in the universe. Besides, recent discovery and under-
Corresponding author: Akira Harada
harada@icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp
standing of the binary NS merger imply that some of
the r-process elements are produced there (Abbott et al.
2017a,b; Tanaka et al. 2017). Therefore it is important
to understand the CCSN to explain the elemental evo-
lution in the universe.
The standard scenario of the explosion is the neutrino
heating mechanism (Janka 2012, for a review). The stel-
lar iron core eventually collapses. When the central den-
sity reaches beyond the nuclear density, the matter sud-
denly gets stiff and the bounce shock is formed. This
bounce shock propagates outward with consuming its
energy by photodissociation of the accreting heavy nu-
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clei such as iron, and it stops propagation finally. Su-
pernova modelers have been investigating how to revive
this stalled shock. The leading hypothetical mechanism
of the shock revival is the neutrino heating mechanism
(Wilson 1985). After the core bounce, a central hy-
drostatic object called a proto-neutron star (PNS) is
formed. The PNS is still hot and contains a lot of pro-
tons. The energy and the lepton number of the PNS is
carried away by the neutrinos to evolve into the NS. In
the neutrino heating mechanism, these emitted neutri-
nos are absorbed by matter just behind the shock and
heat up the matter. Then, the shock re-starts its prop-
agation.
The progress of CCSN simulations started with 1D
spherical symmetry. From the first stellar core-collapse
simulation by Colgate & Johnson (1960), the CCSN sim-
ulations have been continuously improved. The works
of Liebendo¨rfer et al. (2001) and Sumiyoshi et al. (2005)
reached the very sophisticated simulation codes, which
solve the Boltzmann equation for neutrino transport
with the general relativity. These sophisticated simu-
lations did not show the successful shock revival. Nowa-
days it is concluded that the spherically symmetric
CCSN does not explode except for a special progenitor
(Kitaura et al. 2006).
From the middle of the 1990s, 2D axisymmetric sim-
ulations have been performed (Herant et al. 1994; Bur-
rows et al. 1995; Buras et al. 2003, 2006; Marek & Janka
2009; Mu¨ller et al. 2012; Bruenn et al. 2013; Dolence
et al. 2015; Summa et al. 2016; Bruenn et al. 2016;
O’Connor & Couch 2018). On this stage, shock revivals
are found in simulations. These simulations revealed
that the multi-dimensional effects such as turbulence
help the neutrino heating and shock revival.
The Boltzmann neutrino transport requires a lot of
numerical resources, thus almost all multi-dimensional
simulations so far use approximate neutrino transport.
For example, the flux-limited diffusion scheme (Burrows
et al. 2006, 2007), two-moment scheme (M1-closure:
Kuroda et al. (2012); Just et al. (2015), variable Edding-
ton factor: Rampp & Janka (2002)), and isotropic dif-
fusion source approximation (Liebendo¨rfer et al. 2009)
are utilized. In addition, Ray-by-Ray(-plus) approach
(Rampp & Janka 2002; Buras et al. 2006) is sometimes
used. Since the employed approximation schemes are
different among supernova modelers, the outcomes such
as the explodability and explosion energy of the simu-
lations are also different. Recently some collaboration
works report the code comparison project and they show
the basic agreement in 1D simulations or early stages of
the post bounce dynamics (Skinner et al. 2016; Cabezo´n
et al. 2018; Just et al. 2018; Glas et al. 2018; O’Connor
et al. 2018; Pan et al. 2019). They guarantee that the
basic ingredients are correctly included in the codes, but
the origin of some differences is yet-to-be-answered.
Even though the shock revives in 2D simulations,
there are still some problems. The simulated explosion
energy is about 1050 erg at least at several hundreds of
millisecond after the core bounce. This is much smaller
than the observed value of 1051 erg. Current develop-
ment of the computational resources allows supernova
modelers to perform long-term simulations exceeding 1 s
after the core bounce, and some of such simulations in-
dicate that continual evolution of the explosion energy
may reach the observed explosion energy (Bruenn et al.
2013, 2016). On the other hand, such long-term and
relatively slow heating may be problematic to explain
another observable, the amount of 56Ni. Suwa et al.
(2017) suggested from the analytic model calibrated by
numerical simulations that the observed amount of 56Ni
is reproduced if the heating rate exceedsO(1051) erg s−1,
about 10 times larger than what is expected in simula-
tions. Therefore the problem related to the explosion
energy, or the heating rate, still remains.
Recent supernova modelers are going to 3D simu-
lations thanks to the increasing computational power
(Fryer & Warren 2002; Takiwaki et al. 2012; Hanke
et al. 2013; Takiwaki et al. 2014; Tamborra et al. 2013,
2014; Lentz et al. 2015; Melson et al. 2015; Mu¨ller 2015;
Kuroda et al. 2016; Ott et al. 2017; Vartanyan et al.
2019). This is because nature is of course 3D, and hence
3D simulations are appropriate to compare to the obser-
vations such as the anisotropic distribution of the ejected
elements, the aspherical morphology of supernova rem-
nant, and so on (Wongwathanarat et al. 2016; Ono et al.
2020). However, although some simulations show shock
revival, the problems similar to those in 2D simulations
still remain.
Using supernova simulations, roles of the microphysics
such as nuclear equations of state (EOSs) are investi-
gated. Various nuclear EOS models have been developed
for supernova simulations (e.g. Lattimer & Swesty 1991;
Shen et al. 1998; Furusawa et al. 2011, 2013, 2017a,b;
Togashi et al. 2017; Sumiyoshi et al. 2019). The ef-
fects of these EOSs on the supernova dynamics are dis-
cussed (e.g., Marek et al. 2009; Couch 2013; Suwa et al.
2013; Fischer et al. 2014; Schneider et al. 2019); those on
the multi-messenger signals, i.e. the neutrinos and the
gravitational waves, are examined (e.g., Pan et al. 2018;
Nakazato & Suzuki 2020). These results imply that the
soft EOSs such as the Lattimer-Swesty EOS (Lattimer
& Swesty 1991) tend to show robust shock revival.
We should remind that the failure of the shock re-
vival in 1D simulation is concluded from the general
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relativistic Boltzmann-radiation-hydrodynamics simula-
tions. By omitting the approximations in the governing
equations, we can robustly assess the effects of uncer-
tainty in input physics: the nuclear EOSs and micro-
physical reactions. Since there still remain some prob-
lems in 2D simulations, it is important to use first-
principle simulations, which does not use approxima-
tions to the governing equations, for understanding of
the origin of the problem.
We utilized the improved computational resources
to solve the Boltzmann-radiation-hydrodynamics un-
der axisymmetry, instead of performing 3D simula-
tions. The development of the Boltzmann-radiation-
hydrodynamics code is reported in Sumiyoshi & Ya-
mada (2012); Nagakura et al. (2014, 2017) and briefly
explained in section 2.
We report the results of thorough analyses of the sim-
ulations using the Boltzmann-radiation-hydrodynamics
code with different nuclear EOSs in this paper. We
have reported the results of simulations with the code
in Nagakura et al. (2018b); Harada et al. (2019) so
far. The initial work, Nagakura et al. (2018b), demon-
strated the novel features of our Boltzmann-radiation-
hydrodynamics code with the simulations with different
nuclear EOSs: the difference of the dynamical features
was discussed minimally; the momentum space distribu-
tions of neutrinos were deeply analyzed, but only lim-
ited time snapshots and spatial points are considered.
Therefore, thorough analyses of the dynamical features
and neutrino distributions at various times and spatial
regions are necessary; we analysed the effects of the dif-
ferent EOSs and the behavior of the neutrinos deeply
and widely.
The simulation time is extended to confirm the fate
of the shock. In the previous paper, the simulation time
was not enough to see if the shock revives or not. Thus,
we ran the additional simulation continued from the pre-
vious paper and show the results. Thanks to the ex-
tended simulation, the shock revival is more noticeable
than the previous paper.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the
summary of our code and the models are presented.
Next, in section 3, we discuss the comparison of the
postbounce hydrodynamics and some observable neu-
trino quantities from the viewpoint of the EOSs. Then
in section 4, we give detailed analyses of the neutrino
quantities: the neutrino fluxes and the Eddington ten-
sors. And finally, we conclude our paper in section 5.
The units with c = G = ~ = 1 is considered in this
paper otherwise stated. The signature of the spacetime
metric is (− + ++). Greek and Latin indices run over
0–3 for space-time and 1–3 for space, respectively.
2. NUMERICAL MODELING
The Boltzmann-radiation-hydrodynamics code used
in this paper solves the directly discretized Boltzmann
equation (so-called SN method). The details of the code
are described in Sumiyoshi & Yamada (2012); Nagakura
et al. (2014, 2017). The Boltzmann equation for neutri-
nos with a general metric is cast on the conservative
form (Shibata et al. 2014):
1√−g
∂
∂xα
∣∣∣∣∣
qi
[(
eα(0) +
3∑
i=1
`(i)e
α
i
)
√−gf
]
− 1
2
∂
∂
(3fω(0)) +
1
sin θν
∂
∂θν
(sin θνfω(θν))
+
1
sin2 θν
∂
∂φν
(fω(φν)) = Srad, (1)
`(i) := (cos θν , sin θν cosφν , sin θν sinφν), (2)
ω(0) := 
−2pαpβ∇αeβ(0), (3)
ω(θν) :=
3∑
i=1
ωi
∂`(i)
∂θν
, (4)
ω(φν) :=
3∑
i=2
ωi
∂`(i)
∂φν
, (5)
ωi := 
−2pαpβ∇αeβ(i), (6)
where xα, g, eα(µ), f , p
α,  := −pµeµ(0), θν , φν , and Srad
are the spatial coordinates, the determinant of the met-
ric gµν , the tetrad bases, the distribution function, the
4-momentum of the neutrino, the energy of the neu-
trino, the zenith and azimuthal angle of the neutrino
flight direction with respect to the tetrad basis, and
the collision term. The 0-th tetrad basis eµ(0) is cho-
sen to be the normal vector to the spatial hypersurface
nµ = (α−1,−α−1βi), where α and βi are the lapse func-
tion and the shift vector. According to the 3 + 1 decom-
position, the spacetime metric is decomposed as
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν (7)
=−α2dt2 + γij(dxi + βidt)(dxj + βjdt), (8)
where γij = gij + ninj is the spatial metric. Since we
choose the polar coordinate (r, θ, φ), the other tetrad
bases are chosen to be
eα(1) =γ
−1/2
rr ∂r, (9)
eα(2) =−
γrθ√
γrr(γrrγθθ − γ2rθ)
∂r +
√
γrr
γrrγθθ − γ2rθ
∂θ,(10)
eα(3) =
γrφ√
γφφ
∂r +
γθφ√
γφφ
∂θ +
√
γφφ∂φ, (11)
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where ∂i are the coordinate bases of the vector. Al-
though these expressions can be applied to the general,
curved spacetime, we only focus on the flat spacetime
with drifting coordinates. The coordinates move with
the PNS for their centers to match. This is realized
by the flat spacetime with the non-zero shift vector.
This frame is nothing but an acceleration frame. How
to determine the shift vector is discussed in Nagakura
et al. (2017). Since the coordinate drift is not so sig-
nificant in the current models as discussed in section
3.1, we just call it the laboratory frame. Although this
equation describes the time evolution of six-dimensional
distribution function, we impose the axisymmetry due
to the limited computational resources, and as a con-
sequence, the distribution function is a function on the
five-dimensional phase space (two in configuration space
and three in momentum space).
The neutrino reactions are based on the standard set
(Bruenn 1985): the (anti-)electron capture on nucleon
and nuclei, the scattering off nucleon and nuclei, the pair
neutrino production from electron-positron pair. How-
ever, there are several modifications; the electron cap-
ture on heavy nuclei is updated according to Juodagalvis
et al. (2010); Langanke & Mart´ınez-Pinedo (2000); Lan-
ganke et al. (2003); the inelastic scattering off electrons
are incorporated; the nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung
is implemented. We set the same rates for the reac-
tions involving the heavy-lepton-type neutrinos νµ, ν¯µ,
ντ , and ν¯τ (but see Bollig et al. 2017). They are collec-
tively denoted by νx. Therefore we solve the Boltzmann
equations for νe, ν¯e, and νx.
As for the hydrodynamics, we solve the Newtonian
hydrodynamics equations in the acceleration frame:
∂t(
√−gρ) + ∂i(
√−gρvi) = 0, (12)
∂t(
√−gρvr) + ∂i
(√−g(ρvrvi + pδir)) =
√−gρ
(
−∂rψ + r(vθ)2 + r sin2 θ(vφ)2 + 2p
rρ
)
−√−gGr +
√−gρβ˙r, (13)
∂t(
√−gρvθ) + ∂i
(√−g(ρvθvi + pδiθ)) =
√−gρ
(
−r2∂θψ + sin θ cos θ(vφ)2 + p cos θ
ρ sin θ
)
−√−gGθ +
√−gρβ˙θ, (14)
∂t(
√−gρvφ) + ∂i
(√−g(ρvφvi + pδiφ)) =
−√−gρ∂φψ −
√−gGφ +
√−gρβ˙φ, (15)
∂t
(√−g(e+ 1
2
ρv2)
)
+ ∂i
(√−g(e+ p+ 1
2
ρv2)vi
)
=
−√−gρvj∂jψ −
√−gGt +
√−gρvj β˙j , (16)
and
∂t(
√−gρYe)+∂i(
√−gρYevi) = −
√−g(Γνe−Γν¯e). (17)
The symbols ρ, vi, p, e, Ye, and ψ represent the density,
the velocity, the pressure, the internal energy, the elec-
tron fraction, and the Newtonian gravitational potential
which obeys
∆ψ = 4piρ, (18)
respectively. The exchange of the energy and the mo-
mentum between the matter and the neutrinos are
Gµ =
∫
pµSraddVp, (19)
where dVp is the invariant volume element in the mo-
mentum space. The reaction rate of the electron-type
and anti-electron-type neutrinos are
Γνe/ν¯e = mu
∫
Srad,νe/ν¯edVp, (20)
where mu and Srad,νe/ν¯e are the atomic mass unit and
the collision term for indicated neutrino species.
The EOSs adopted in this paper are the Furusawa-
Shen (FS; Furusawa et al. 2011, 2013) EOS and the
Lattimer-Swesty (LS; Lattimer & Swesty 1991) EOS.
The FS EOS is based on the Shen EOS (Shen et al.
1998) and the nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) is
considered for the ensemble of nuclei in order to cal-
culate the thermodynamical and statistical properties
of the non-uniform matter. The Shen EOS, the basis
of the FS EOS, models the strong interaction by the
relativistic mean field theory with TM1 parameter set.
On the other hand, the LS EOS is based on the liq-
uid drop model of the nuclei and the Skyrm type in-
teraction. As for the composition, Lattimer & Swesty
(1991) assumes that the heavy nuclei are represented by
a single nuclear species (single nuclear approximation,
SNA), and only the alpha-particle is considered as the
light nuclei. Among the EOSs offered by Lattimer &
Swesty (1991), we choose the EOS with the incompress-
ibility parameter K = 220 MeV. Since our simulation
code uses tabulated EOSs, we convert the subroutine
EOS originally provided by Lattimer & Swesty (1991)
to the tabulated EOS.1 Although the more sophisticated
1 On the conversion process, mass difference of the neutron and
the proton is incorrectly treated. As a result, the neutrino cooling
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Furusawa-Togashi (FT) EOS is available (Togashi et al.
2017; Nagakura et al. 2018a), we do not employ it in
this paper. Since the weak interaction rates are differ-
ent between the EOSs in this paper and the FT EOS, we
could not focus on the properties of the nuclear matter
if we compared the simulations with the LS/FS and FT
EOSs.
The formulation described above is numerically
evolved with the following schemes. The numerical
flux of the Boltzmann equation is evaluated by the com-
binations of the upwind and central difference scheme
according to the local mean free path (MFP). Espe-
cially, we carefully discretize the Boltzmann equation
to guarantee the steady-state infinite homogenous so-
lution, i.e., constant distribution function with respect
to the spacetime and momentum. The equation is
evolved semi-implicitly, thus we need to solve large
linear coupled equations. The Bi-CGSTAB method
(Saad 2003) is utilized for the matrix inversion with
the point-Jacobi-preconditioner. For the hydrodynam-
ics equations, the HLL scheme (Harten et al. 1983) with
piecewise-parabolic interpolation (Colella & Woodward
1984) determines the numerical flux. The second-order
Runge-Kutta method is adopted for the time integra-
tion. The Poisson equation for the gravitational po-
tential ψ is solved by the direct multiplication of the
inverse matrix of the discretized Laplacian operator.
The inverse matrix is calculated by the MICCG method
(Nagakura et al. 2011).
We run the two-dimensional axisymmetric simulations
from the beginning of the prompt convection. The pro-
genitor model is the 11.2M model in Woosley et al.
(2002). Until the negative entropy gradient is formed,
one-dimensional simulations are performed from the on-
set of the collapse. When the negative entropy gradient
is formed at tpb ∼ 0.6 ms, where tpb is the post-bounce
time, the hydrodynamical quantities and the neutrino
distributions are mapped to the two-dimensional sim-
ulations with seed perturbations of 0.1% in the radial
velocity inside the region 30 ≤ r ≤ 50 km. The compu-
tational domain is 0 ≤ r ≤ 5000 km and 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi. The
radial and zenith coordinates are divided into 384 and
128 grids, respectively. The neutrino energies ranges
from 0 MeV to 300 MeV and are divided into 20 grids.
The θν and φν cover full solid angle and divided into 10
and 6 bins, respectively.
is slightly underestimated. This underestimation enhances the
shock radius mildly, by a few percent at the prompt shock phase
and less than ten percent at the shock stagnation phase according
to 1D test simulations. This error is so small that the results
presented in this paper do not change significantly.
The LS and FS models are followed up to 400 ms
and 300 ms after the core-bounce, respectively. The
LS model was followed until 300 ms in Nagakura et al.
(2018b). The time was not enough to judge whether the
shock revives or not, and hence we extend the time for
the LS model. We does not extend the time for the FS
model since the FS model clearly fails to explode.
3. DYNAMICAL FEATURES
In this section, we discuss the dynamical features of
our two simulations. First, we overview the time evo-
lutions of the shock waves, neutrino luminosities and
energies, entropies, and the PNS motion in section 3.1.
In section 3.2, we investigate the origin of the difference
in the shock evolution between the LS and FS models
using the time-scale ratio. Then, we discuss the influ-
ence of the EOSs on the structure of the PNS in section
3.3.
3.1. Overview of the dynamics
First of all, we present several quantities to summarize
the supernova dynamics in figure 1: the shock evolu-
tions, the neutrino luminosities, the neutrino mean en-
ergies, and the root-mean-square (rms) energies. The
maximum shock radius reaches ∼ 1000 km for the LS
model. The FS model shows contracting mean shock ra-
dius despite that the neutrino luminosities and mean en-
ergies for the FS model are slightly higher than those for
the LS model. Since the maximum and mean shock radii
show continuous expansion, we regard the LS model as
a successful shock revival model.
To illustrate the dynamical features of our simula-
tions, we show the snapshots of the entropy and the
speed v :=
√
(vr)2 + (rvθ)2 at different times for the
LS and FS models in figures 2 and 3, respectively. At
the onset of the prompt convection (tpb = 10.5 ms),
slightly stronger convective motion is seen in the LS
model than in the FS model. As a consequence, the LS
model shows more aspherical, violent shock deformation
at tpb = 17.5 ms, while the sizes of the shock themselves
are similar for both models. Then, shock radii of both
models expand gradually as seen in the snapshots at
tpb = 60 ms and tpb = 100 ms. Again, the shape of
the shock in the LS model is more aspherical than that
in the FS model. At tpb = 200 ms and tpb = 300 ms,
the LS model indicates continuous shock expansion. Al-
though the FS model shows vigorous shock deformation
at tpb = 200 ms, the shock contracts after that as seen
in the snapshot at tpb = 300 ms.
In figure 4, we show the time evolution of the entropy
along the North (θ = 0) and the South (θ = pi) poles for
both models up to the end of the simulations. Again, we
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Figure 1. The time evolution of several key quantities. For each panel, red and blue represent the LS and the FS models,
respectively. The upper left panel shows the shock (solid lines and filled regions) and the gain (dashed lines) radii. The solid
lines are the mean shock radii, and the upper and lower edges of the filled regions indicate the maximum and the minimum
shock radii. The upper right, lower left, and lower right panels represent the neutrino luminosities, the mean energies, and the
rms energies for νe (solid), ν¯e (dashed), and νx (dash-dotted), respectively. Both luminosities and the energies are measured at
r = 500 km. The upper right panel is divided into two parts, in order to show the neutronization burst for νe and the later light
curve at once. The upper and lower halves have different vertical scales each other.
can see that the LS model shows gradual but continual
shock expansion, especially along the North pole, while
the FS model does not show shock expansion.
The central PNSs move due to the recoil of the asym-
metric expansion of the matter, but the kick velocities
are small. Figure 5 indicates the trajectories of the PNS
centers along the symmetry axis for both EOS models.
Tracking the trajectory of the PNS center is one of the
unique features of our code since we utilize the accelera-
tion frame. As shown in the figure, the offsets are a few
km and the velocities are ∼ 10 km s−1. They are not so
violent, thus the differences in the acceleration and the
laboratory frames for both models are small. Therefore,
we neglect the difference between these frames in this
paper. The larger kick is possibly seen after the time we
stopped the simulation, or with simulations with other
settings such as the progenitor, the rotation, the EOSs,
and so on. An example is discussed in Nagakura et al.
(2019a).2
3.2. Time-scale ratio and the effects of the nuclear
composition of the EOSs
Next, we evaluate the time-scale ratio τadv/τheat to
see how our two simulations are close to the success. If
this ratio exceeds unity, the successful shock revival oc-
curs. Here, τadv := Mgain/M˙ and τheat := |Egain|/Qgain
are the advection time-scale through the gain layer and
the heating time-scale, respectively, where Mgain, M˙ ,
Egain, and Qgain are the gain mass, the mass accre-
tion rate through the shock, the total energy in the
gain layer, and the net heating rate in the gain layer,
2 Nagakura et al. (2019a) employs the different momentum feed-
back scheme from that in this paper. The new and more accurate
feedback scheme is described in Nagakura et al. (2019b). The ac-
curacy of the feedback scheme is not crucial for the analysis in
this paper since the same treatment is employed for both models,
though the kick velocities themselves are possibly not robust.
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the entropy and the velocity of the LS model. For each panel, the left half shows the entropy distribution
and the right half displays the speed distribution. The time after the bounce is indicated at the bottom left of each figure.
respectively. The mass accretion rate is defined as M˙ := − ∫
shock
4piρvrr2dΩ. In this paper, we define Egain
8 Harada et al.
Figure 3. The same as figure 2 except that the snapshots of the FS model are shown.
as
Egain :=
∫
gain
(
1
2
ρv2 + e+ ρψ
)
dV. (21)
Here,
e := ρ
∑
i∈nuclear species
3
2
kBT
mu
Xi
Ai
+aT 4+
(
ee−e+ − ρYemec
2
mu
)
(22)
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Figure 4. The time evolution of the entropy profiles along the north and south poles. The left panel shows the LS model,
while the right panel represents the FS model. The horizontal scale is different between the two panels since the simulations
are stopped at different times: 400 ms for the LS model and 300 ms for the FS model.
Figure 5. The trajectory of the PNS center along the sym-
metry axis. The red and blue lines are for the LS and FS
models, respectively.
is the thermal energy defined in Bruenn et al. (2016);
Xi, Ai, a, ee−e+ , and me are the mass fraction and the
mass number of nuclear species i, the radiation constant,
the internal energy density for electrons and positrons
including rest mass energy, and the mass of the electron,
respectively. For the moment, we explicitly write the
light speed c in order to emphasize that the rest mass
energy of electron is subtracted.
The definition of the time-scale ratio in this paper is
improved from that in the previous paper (Nagakura
et al. 2018b). They are different in two respects: the
definition of the total energy and the domain of integral
are different. In the previous paper, the total energy
includes the nuclear binding energy, whose offset is free
to choose. The definition of equation (22) is free from
such ambiguity. The integral in the previous paper is
the radial integral of angular averaged quantities from
the mean gain radius to the minimum shock radius. On
the other hand, the angular dependence of the gain radii
and the shock radii are taken into account in this paper.
The time-scale ratio in the LS model exceeds unity
from ∼ 70 ms to ∼ 230 ms and after ∼ 360 ms as in-
dicated in figure 6. On the other hand, the FS model
shows the ratio smaller than unity for almost all of the
simulation period. This implies that the LS model is
favorable for the successful explosion. It is worth not-
ing that the time-scale ratio of the FS model exceeds
unity in Nagakura et al. (2018b) due to the inappropri-
ate treatment of the thermal energy. Thanks to equation
(22), more reliable evaluations of the time-scale ratio are
obtained.
A closer look reveals to us that the heating time-scales
are similar for both models, while the advection time-
scales are much larger for the LS model. For the advec-
tion time-scales, the mass accretion rate is not so differ-
ent between the two models, but the gain mass is much
larger for the LS model. For the heating time-scales, the
total energy in the gain region Egain is slightly lower for
the LS model, but this is compensated by the slightly
higher net heating rate Qgain.
The reason of the difference in the gain mass is the
strength of the turbulent motion. The right-side parts
of each panel of figures 2 and 3 show the speed of
matter v =
√
(vr)2 + (rvθ)2. From the snapshots at
tpb = 10.5 ms, the speed of matter at the prompt con-
vection in the LS model is more vigorous than that in the
FS model. This stronger prompt convection in the LS
model gives the stronger seed perturbations of the later
neutrino driven convection. This develops the stronger
turbulence. This mechanism is also suggested in the
previous paper (Nagakura et al. 2018b), but we present
more detailed description here.
The origin of the stronger prompt convection is the
difference in the radial gradient of the entropy profiles.
The convectively unstable regions at tpb = 10.5 ms in
figures 2 and 3 are up to a few of tens kilometers. Figure
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Figure 6. The evolution of the time-scale ratio τadv/τheat and related quantities. For all panels, the red and the blue lines
correspond to the LS and the FS model, respectively. The top left panel indicates the time-scale ratio τadv/τheat with the
horizontal dotted line indicating unity. The top right panel shows the advection time-scale (solid lines) and the heating time-
scale (dashed lines) theirselves. The middle left, middle right, bottom left, and bottom right panels display the gain mass, the
mass accretion rate, the total energy in the gain region, and the net heating rate in the gain region, respectively.
7 shows the entropy profiles at the time when the shock
waves have swept the convectively unstable region. Due
to the weakening of the propagating shock, the radial
gradients of the entropy are negative in 35 km . r .
50 km for both models. The gradient is steeper for the
LS model than the FS model.
Since the important player of the shock weakening is
the photodissociation of the heavy nuclei, we compare
the nuclear composition between the LS and FS models
in figure 8. The time when the shock sweeps the region
35 km . r . 50 km is merely 0.9 ms . tpb . 1.7 ms.
Figure 8 shows the average mass number 〈A〉sh and the
average mass fraction 〈XA〉sh of the matter slightly out-
side the shock during this period for both the LS and FS
models. Also, the mass fraction of alpha-particle 〈Xα〉sh
is shown. The angular averaged quantity of the accret-
ing matter 〈•〉sh is defined as
∫
rsh
•dΩ/ ∫
rsh
dΩ, and the
domain of the integral is the surface slightly outside the
shock. Here, 〈A〉sh for the LS EOS is the mass number
of a representative heavy nucleus, while that for the FS
EOS is the average mass number of the nuclei in the
NSE. For both EOSs, 〈XA〉sh is the mass fraction of the
heavy nuclei.
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Figure 7. The radial entropy profiles at tpb ' 1.7 ms, when
the shock waves have swept the convectively unstable region.
The red and blue lines are for the LS and FS models, respec-
tively.
The difference in the nuclear composition seems to
play a key role to make the difference in the entropy
gradient. The heavy nuclei and alpha-particles are fi-
nally dissolved into nucleons and consume the shock
energy. The heavy nuclei and alpha-particles in the
LS model are more and less abundant than in the FS
model, respectively. Hence which model consumes more
energy is not apparent. In order to estimate the loss
of the shock energy, figure 8 also shows the total nu-
clear binding energy per nucleon of the accreting mat-
ter. Here, the binding energy of the heavy nuclei per
nucleon is approximately set to 8.8 MeV, the value for
56Fe, since the binding energy of the nuclei around 56Fe
is insensitive to the mass number. The binding energy
of the alpha-particle per nucleon is 7.1 MeV. Therefore
the total binding energy per nucleon estimated here is
〈XA〉sh × 8.8 MeV + 〈Xα〉sh × 7.1 MeV. The figure in-
dicates that the total binding energy is slightly higher
for the LS model. It implies that the more shock energy
is lost due to the photodissociation during that period,
and the shock is weakened more rapidly in the LS model.
This seems to produce the steeper negative radial gradi-
ent of the entropy to drive the prompt convection: the
Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency, i.e., the convective growth rate
gets larger in the LS model. This appears to be the ori-
gin of the strong prompt convection in the LS model.
3.3. Structure of the PNS and the influence of the
EOSs
Figure 9 displays the evolutions of the PNS radius
and the temperature. The PNS radius is defined as the
radius where the angle-averaged density is 1011 g cm−3,
and the PNS temperature is the angle-averaged temper-
ature at the PNS radius. Here, we attempt to illustrate
Figure 8. The nuclear composition of the accreting mat-
ter just above the shock for the LS and FS models during
the period relevant to the growth rate of the prompt con-
vection. The top panel shows the mass number 〈A〉sh. The
middle panel displays the mass fraction 〈XA,α〉sh of the rep-
resentative heavy nucleus (solid lines) and the alpha-particle
(dashed lines). The horizontal dotted line indicates unity.
The bottom panel indicates the estimated nuclear binding
energy per nucleon of the accreting matter. For all panels,
the red and blue lines correspond to the LS and FS models,
respectively.
the similarity of the neutrino luminosities and differ-
ences in the mean and rms energies of neutrinos between
the LS and FS models in figure 1. The PNS tempera-
ture is a useful indicator of the neutrino mean energies.
The PNS radius is slightly smaller for the FS model, but
the PNS temperature is higher for the FS model. Since
they are compensated for by each other, the neutrino
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luminosities for both models are similar. The difference
in the temperature explains the difference in the mean
and rms energies between the two models.
Figure 9. The evolutions of the PNS radii and temperatures
defined in the text. The time is truncated at 300 ms after the
bounce to focus on the comparison between the EOSs.
Although the LS EOS is known to be a soft EOS, the
outer part of the PNS in the LS model is less compact
than the FS model. One may expect the smaller PNS
radius and hence the higher PNS temperature with the
LS EOS compared with those with the FS EOS, which is
a stiffer EOS. Figure 9 shows, however, the opposite re-
sult. To understand this, we show the time evolutions of
the central density in figure 10. The radii, the enclosed
masses, and the compactness at the angular averaged
densities of 1011, 1012, 1013, and 1014 g cm−3 are also
shown. Here, the compactness is defined as
ξρ =
Mρ/M
rρ/10 km
, (23)
where Mρ and rρ are the enclosed mass and radius at
the angle-averaged density ρ. The central densities for
the LS model are larger than that for the FS model,
as expected. The radii and the enclosed masses at
ρ = 1014 g cm−3 are similar and larger for the LS model,
respectively. Thus the LS model shows higher compact-
ness at this density. This is again consistent with the
stiffness of the EOS. On the other hand, the radii and
the enclosed masses at ρ = 1013 g cm−3 are similar and
smaller for the LS model, respectively. The resultant
compactness for the LS model is lower than that for
the FS model. At both ρ = 1012 and 1011 g cm−3, the
radii, the enclosed mass, and the compactness for the LS
model are larger, smaller, and lower, respectively. The
compactness for the LS model is higher only near the
nuclear densities.
The higher compactness in the FS model originates
from the lower stiffness of the EOS at the densities
around 1013 g cm−3 . ρ < 5 × 1013 g cm−3. We show
the pressure versus the density in the top panel of figure
11. The pressures for both EOSs are almost identical
at lower densities than ∼ 1013 g cm−3, and higher for
the FS EOS at higher densities than ∼ 1014 g cm−3.
At around ∼ 4 × 1013 g cm−3, the pressure is lower
for the FS EOS. We show an effective adiabatic index
γ := ∂ lnP/∂ ln ρ in the middle panel, although the
“stiffness” of the EOS is determined by the adiabatic
index (∂ lnP/∂ ln ρ)s. Here, the entropy is not neces-
sarily constant for the differentiation, and hence what is
shown in the middle panel is nothing but the slope of the
top panel. We use this effective γ as an indicator of the
stiffness. For the densities higher than∼ 5×1013 g cm−3,
the effective γ is higher for the FS EOS, indicating that
the FS EOS is stiff. However, for the density between
∼ 1013 g cm−3 and ∼ 5 × 1013 g cm−3, the effective γ is
lower for the FS EOS. This softness leads to the more
compact structure of the PNS at the region where the
density is lower than 1013 g cm−3 for the FS model as
shown in figure 10.
The mass accretion rate might influence the PNS com-
pactness, but it is minor. If the mass accretion rate is
low, the thermal energy provided to the PNS is low,
and hence the PNS becomes compact (Nagakura et al.
2018a). Although the mass accretion rate of the FS
model is very similar to or slightly higher than that of
the LS model until ∼ 200 ms after the bounce as shown
in figure 6, the PNS in the FS model is more compact.
This implies that the effects of mass accretion rate is
minor compared to that of the nuclear composition.
The low stiffness at the densities discussed above for
the FS EOS originates from the difference in the com-
position. In the bottom panel of figure 11, we show the
mass fraction of nuclei larger than 1%. In the high-
density region ρ > 1014 g cm−3, only neutrons and pro-
tons are constituent of the matter. In the sub-nuclear
density region, deuterons, tritons, and heavy nuclei start
to appear in the FS model, while no light and heavy nu-
clei appear for the LS model. This is simply because
the NSE is considered in the FS EOS and light and
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Figure 10. The evolution of the central density and the PNS compactness for the LS (red) and FS (blue) models. The upper
left panel shows the central density evolution. The upper right and lower left panels indicate the radii and the enclosed masses
where the densities are 1011 (solid), 1012 (dashed), 1013 (dash-dotted), and 1014 (dotted) g cm−3. The lower right panel indicates
the compactness of each density defined by equation (23). Each quantity is calculated from the 1D averaged radial profiles.
heavy nuclei can appear, while only single representa-
tive heavy nucleus and alpha-particle are considered in
the LS EOS. When searching the minimum of the free
energy to construct the EOS, there are more degrees of
freedom for the FS EOS than those for the LS EOS due
to the degree of freedom in the composition. Therefore,
the achieved free energy is smaller for the FS EOS, and
hence the pressure and the effective γ are smaller.
A caveat is that the updated version of the FS EOS
(Furusawa et al. 2017a) might be stiffer than the FS
EOS employed in this paper, though it is probably still
softer than the LS EOS. The temperature in the region
where heavy nuclei appear in the FS model is ∼ 20 MeV.
The heavy nuclei are dissolved into free nucleons with
temperatures above 18 MeV in the updated FS EOS (Fu-
rusawa et al. 2017a). This effect reduces the degree of
freedom of the heavy nuclei, and hence the updated FS
EOS might be stiffer than the FS EOS in this paper. Al-
though this melting of the heavy nuclei is not included
in our current simulation, the degree of freedom of the
composition of the light nuclei is probably still enough
to make the updated FS EOS softer than the LS EOS
at sub-nuclear densities.
4. NEUTRINO DISTRIBUTINOS
In this section, we discuss the physical quantities re-
lated to the neutrino angular distributions. The neu-
trino flux, the first angular moment, is discussed in sec-
tion 4.1. The Eddington tensor, the second angular mo-
ment, is discussed in section 4.2. Since we solve the
Boltzmann equations for neutrinos, we can provide the
information of the angular distributions.
4.1. Neutrino flux
Figure 12 shows the number density and direction of
the number flux of νe in both the laboratory and fluid-
rest frames at different scales at tpb = 10.5 ms. For the
laboratory frame, the direction of fluid velocity is also
shown. First, let us focus on the zoom-in snapshot (the
left panel).
At the central r . 20 km region, the neutrino fluxes
have various direction in the laboratory frame, while
they are almost radially directed in the fluid-rest frame.
Since the central region is opaque, the neutrinos move
in tandem with matter, and hence their directions in
the laboratory frame are not uniform. On the other
hand, the radial flux in the fluid-rest frame comes from
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Figure 11. The angular averaged thermal properties and
compositions versus the density at tpb ' 200 ms for LS
(dashed) and FS (solid) models. The top panel shows the re-
lation between the density and the pressure, and the middle
panel indicates the effective adiabatic index γ (see the text).
The bottom panel displays the corresponding composition:
green for the neutron, magenta for the proton, cyan for the
deuteron, yellow for the triton, and black for the heavy nu-
clei. For the FS EOS, the mass fractions of the other light
nuclei are less than 10−2.
the diffusion of the neutrinos. The lateral motion seen
in the laboratory frame is purely a consequence of co-
moving of neutrinos and matter. Note that due to the
diffusion flux, the directions of the fluid velocity and
the neutrino flux are slightly different. Nagakura et al.
(2019b) discussed that a precise evaluation of the flux in
the employed code is difficult. The length-fixed arrows
in figure 12 does not show the magnitude of the diffusion
flux, and it is small at the very central region actually.
Therefore, the evaluation of such small flux is perhaps
not precise.
At the region where 20 km . r . 50 km, neutri-
nos also move outward, but the lateral component al-
ternately changes between clock-wise (reddish arrows)
and counter-clock-wise (bluish arrows) in the fluid-rest
frame. This is because of the convection and the diffu-
sion. The time considered here is the very early stage of
the prompt convection. The region 20 km . r . 50 km
is convectively unstable. The radial gradient of νe num-
ber density is negative on average there. Due to the
prompt convection, some fluid parcels rise and some sink
in this region. The rising fluid parcels hence have large
νe number, whereas the sinking parcels have small νe
number. Thus, the finger-like pattern in the number
density shown in the figure develops. Due to the dif-
ference in number density, diffusion flux emerges and
neutrinos flow from rising parcels to sinking parcels in
the fluid-rest frame as clearly seen in the figure. In the
laboratory frame, the neutrino flux is also affected by
the matter velocity.
Although the flux in the inner region is determined
by the diffusion and the matter velocity, the neutrinos
simply flow almost radially in the outer region. This
is shown in the right panel of figure 12. The zoom-in
region shown in the left panel is indicated by the or-
ange rectangle in the right panel. Since the outer region
of the orange rectangle is relatively optically thin, the
neutrinos freely stream, and the flux is radially directed.
Figure 13 shows the νe number densities and fluxes at
different times. Basically, the behavior of the neutrino
flux is similar to the snapshot at tpb = 10.5 ms: the di-
rection is determined by the diffusion and matter veloc-
ity at the inner region and by the free-streaming at the
outer region. However, at later times, the prompt con-
vection diminishes and the region just outside the PNS
is convectively stable. As a consequence, the neutrino
number density is almost isotropic, and the diffusion flux
directs almost radially in the fluid-rest frame. The flux
in the laboratory frame is also almost radially directed
but dragged by the matter velocity to some extent es-
pecially inside the PNS. The matter velocity inside the
PNS originates from the PNS convection driven by the
Ye gradient.
The diffusion flux of ν¯e is different from that of νe due
to the positive radial gradient of the ν¯e number density.
Figure 14 indicates the number density and direction
of the number flux of ν¯e. The flux in the upper left
panel shows a different pattern to the left panel of figure
12. Although it is similar that the lateral component
changes alternately in the region where 20 km . r .
50 km, the clock-wise (reddish) and counter-clock-wise
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Figure 12. The νe number flux and densities. The colormap shows the number density of νe. For each panel, the white and
magenta arrows in the left-side panel represent the direction of the neutrino flux in the laboratory frame and the matter velocity,
respectively. On the other hand, the arrows in the right-side panel shows the direction of the neutrino flux in the fluid rest
frame Hi with their colors showing the lateral component: the reddish (bluish) colors correspond to the (counter-)clock-wise
direction. The length of arrows are normalized, and the absolute value of these vectors is not indicated here. Both panels are
the snapshots at tpb = 10.5 ms. The left panel is the zoom-in figure, and the right panel shows the larger region: the region
shown in the left panel is indicated by the orange rectangle in the right panel.
(bluish) pattern is opposite to the pattern seen in the
νe flux. The flux in the fluid-rest frame directs inward
around the center. These differences originate from the
positive radial gradient of number density there. Due
to the positive radial gradient, the sinking fluid parcels
have large ν¯e number, while the rising parcels have small
ν¯e number as shown in figure 14. The lateral component
of the ν¯e diffusion flux hence shows the opposite sign to
the νe diffusion flux.
The positive radial gradient of ν¯e comes from the de-
generacy of νe. The electron-type neutrinos are in β-
equilibrium and degenerate at the center, and hence
their antiparticles are suppressed. Around the center,
the matter density decreases, and the chemical potential
of νe also decreases. The temperature increases around
the center owing to the neutrino diffusion (Burrows et al.
1981; Bethe 1990). The decreasing chemical potential
and increasing temperature make electron-type neutri-
nos nondegenerate, and hence anti-electron-type neutri-
nos start to appear. The degeneracy of νe decreases with
the radius, then the number density of ν¯e increases with
the radius.
Except for the different pattern in the ν¯e number den-
sity and the diffusion flux, the behavior of the ν¯e number
flux is similar to that of the νe number flux. In the in-
ner region, the flux is determined by the diffusion and
the matter velocity. In the outer region, the ν¯e freely
streams. These behaviors are also seen in the snapshots
at different times.
Figure 15 displays the number density and direction
of the number flux of νx. Again, how the number flux of
νx is determined is similar to that of νe and ν¯e: the flux
is determined by the diffusion and the matter motion
in the optically thick region and the free-streaming in
the optically thin region. The distribution of flux of νx
itself is similar to that of ν¯e. Since the chemical poten-
tial is zero, the distribution of νx in the optically thick
region is determined by the temperature. Therefore the
peak in the νx number density lies not in the center
but around the center, and the radial gradient of the
number density is positive around the center. Thus the
deformation by the convection results in the diffusion
flux from the sinking fluid parcels to the rising parcels.
However, compared with ν¯e, the peak is located slightly
closer to the center due to the zero-chemical-potential,
and hence the resultant pattern in the distribution and
diffusion flux is also slightly different.
Finally, let us compare the neutrino fluxes of the LS
and FS models briefly. Basically, the overall behavior is
almost the same for both models, though we show no
figures: the direction of the flux is determined by the
diffusion and matter velocity at the inner region and
by the free-streaming at the outer region. Due to the
difference in EOSs, the distributions of the background
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Figure 13. The same as figure 12 except for the time of snapshots: tpb = 17.5 ms (upper left), 60 ms (upper right), 100 ms
(lower left), and 200 ms (lower right).
fluid are different as discussed in section 3, and hence
the resultant flux distributions are also different. Here
we only focus on the early stage, when the turbulence
is not fully developed. This is because the comparison
at the late stage is not meaningful: the chaotic nature
of the completely developed turbulence makes the flux
patterns too different to be compared.
Figure 16 shows the radial profile of the angular root
mean square fluctuation of Ye in order to show how large
area is mixed by the convection. Here, the angular root
mean square fluctuation is defined as
√〈(Ye − 〈Ye〉)2〉
with 〈•〉 := ∫
r
•dΩ/ ∫
r
dΩ where r is given as a con-
stant radius. The central region and the unshocked
accretion flow is spherically symmetric, and hence the
RMS fluctuation is zero. On the other hand, the re-
gion 20 km . r . 50 km is mixed by the convection,
and hence the RMS fluctuation becomes large. The size
of the region where RMS fluctuation is large in the FS
model is smaller than that in the LS model since the
prompt convection is stronger in the LS model.
As a result, the lateral flux by the diffusion emerges
in a larger region for the LS model as shown in figure
17. The angular profiles of the lateral flux at the radii
r = 20 km and r = 40 km are chosen since the con-
vective parcels reach there only in the LS model. As
expected, the diffusion flux in the FS model is much
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Figure 14. The ν¯e number flux and densities. What are displayed is the same as figures 12 and 13 except that the neutrino
species is not νe but ν¯e. The snapshots at different scales and times are shown at once in this figure contrary to figures 12 and
13.
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smaller than that in the LS model in those regions. In
the region where the convection develops for both mod-
els, the orders of magnitude of the lateral diffusion fluxes
are similar, though we don’t show in the figure.
4.2. Eddington tensor
Let us now look into the Eddington tensor, the second
moment of the distribution function. Here, we obey the
definition of the Eddington tensor presented in Shibata
et al. (2011)3, considering the 3+1 decomposition of the
spacetime. First, the second moment of the distribution
function is defined as
Mαβ() :=
∫
fδ
(
3
3
− 
′3
3
)
p′αp′βdVp′
=
1

∫
fp′αp′βdΩ′p
∣∣∣
′=
, (24)
where ′ := −p′ · e(0) is the neutrino energy measured
in the fluid-rest frame (Thorne 1981); dVp′ is the in-
variant volume element of the momentum space. The
integral in the second line is evaluated with the condi-
tion that the energy measured in the fluid-rest frame is
the constant . Next, we define the spatial-spatial and
temporal-temporal projections of the second moment,
which are nothing but the stress tensor and the energy
density, respectively, as
P ij() := γiαγ
j
βM
αβ() (25)
and
E() := nαnβM
αβ(), (26)
where γiα and nα are the spatial projection tensor and
the normal vector to the spatial hypersurface, respec-
tively. Finally, the Eddington tensor kij() is defined by
kij() :=
P ij()
E()
. (27)
For the later convenience, we call this kij() the
“Boltzmann-Eddington tensor”.
We compare the Boltzmann-Eddington tensor and the
Eddington tensor calculated from the M1-closure ap-
proximation. The M1-closure scheme gives the Edding-
ton tensor from the energy flux and energy density of
3 The actual definition in Shibata et al. (2011) is slightly differ-
ent from the definition presented here: the argument of the delta
function is replaced from − ′ to 3/3− ′3/3. We consider it is
natural to choose the integral measure to the volume element of
the momentum space since we treat not the specific intensity of
photons but the particle distribution function of neutrinos. This
definition is the same as Nagakura et al. (2018b); Harada et al.
(2019). The different definition does not affect the following dis-
cussions.
neutrinos to close the moment equations of the radiative
transfer up to the first order. Hence the Eddington ten-
sor in the M1-closure scheme plays a key role to evolve
the energy flux of neutrinos. Since the direct comparison
of the results of the radiation-hydrodynamics simulation
with the Boltzmann-neutrino-transport and those with
the M1-closure scheme is not in the scope of this pa-
per, we compare the Eddington tensors. Hereafter we
call the Eddington tensor calculated with the M1-closure
prescription the “M1-Eddington tensor” kijM1().
Here, we follow the M1-closure scheme suggested in
Shibata et al. (2011). In the M1-closure scheme, two
limiting cases are interpolated to obtain an approximate
value of the stress tensor P ijM1():
P ijM1() :=
3ζ()− 1
2
P ijthin() +
3(1− ζ())
2
P ijthick(),
(28)
where P ijthin and P
ij
thick are the optically thin and
thick limits of the stress tensor, respectively; ζ() is
the Eddington factor, which is defined as the eigen-
value of the Eddington tensor along the flux di-
rection. The M1-closure scheme gives the Edding-
ton factor by an analytic function of the flux factor
F¯ () :=
√
hαβHα()Hβ()/J()2:
ζ() =
3 + 4F¯ ()2
5 + 2
√
4− 3F¯ () . (29)
With this stress tensor P ijM1(), we define the M1-
Eddington tensor as kijM1() := P
ij
M1()/E()
The optically thin and thick limits of the stress tensor
are given as follows:
P ijthin() := E()
F i()F j()
F ()2
(30)
at the optically thin limit and
P ijthick() := J()
γij + 4V iV j
3
+Hi()V j + V iHj()
(31)
at the optically thick limit. Here, some projected quan-
tities are also utilized: F i() := γiαnβM
αβ() is the
spatial-temporal projection, or the energy flux, in the
laboratory frame; J() := uαuβM
αβ() and Hi() :=
hiαuβM
αβ() are the energy density and flux in the
fluid-rest frame, respectively; uα and V i := ui/u0 are
the 4- and 3-velocities of the fluid, respectively; hαβ :=
gαβ + uαuβ is the projection tensor onto the fluid-rest
frame.
It is worth noting that equation (31) is derived from
the perturbative expansion of the angular moments of
the distribution function with respect to the local MFP.
The second- or higher-order terms of the local MFP is
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Figure 15. The same as figure 14, except that the neutrino species is heavy-lepton-type.
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Figure 16. The radial profiles of the root mean square fluc-
tuation of the electron fraction at 10.5 ms after the bounce.
The red and blue lines represent the LS and FS models, re-
spectively.
Figure 17. The angular profiles of the θ-component of the
neutrino number flux in the fluid rest frame at different radii
and models. The red and blue lines represent the LS and
FS models, respectively. The solid and dashed lines are the
angular profiles at r = 20 km and r = 40 km, respectively.
neglected in the M1-prescription. Instead of including
the higher-order terms in the semi-transparent cases, the
M1-scheme takes their effect into account by interpolat-
ing with the optically thin limit. Besides, some terms
are neglected in equation (31) compared to the original
expression (equation (6.19) in Shibata et al. 2011). This
is just because such prescription makes the Boltzmann-
and M1-Eddington tensors match better.
The M1-Eddington tensor shows overestimated fil-
amental patterns compared with the Boltzmann-
Eddington tensor. The Boltzmann-, M1-Eddington ten-
sors, and their difference for νe are displayed in figure 18.
In the circles in the middle left panel of figure 18 (νe for
LS model at tpb = 100 ms), red or white filaments are
seen on the bluish background. Although the filaments
are almost white or pale red (krθ & 0) in the panel for
the Boltzmann-Eddington tensor, the filaments in the
panel for the M1-Eddington tensor are red (krθM1 > 0).
The circles in the middle right panel (νe for FS model
at tpb = 100 ms) show white or blue filaments on the
reddish background. These filaments in the Boltzmann-
Eddington tensor are white (krθ ∼ 0), while they in the
M1-Eddington tensor are blue (krθM1 < 0). Similar over-
estimated filamental patterns are also found in other
regions or other panels.
This overestimation comes from the limitation of the
approximation. The central idea of the M1-closure
scheme is the interpolation between P ijthick and P
ij
thin
to approximate P ij : the inequality |P rθthick| ≤ |P rθ| ≤
|P rθthin| is assumed. In reality, |P rθthin| ≤ |P rθthick| holds in
the overestimated filaments, and hence the assumption
of the M1-closure relation is violated.
The overestimation of |P rθthick| originates from the ne-
glected higher-order terms of the local MFP. The origin
of the filamental shapes seen in figure 18 is the lateral
matter velocity: the distribution of the neutrinos are
slightly distorted by the lateral matter velocity in the
semi-transparent region via the scattering or the emis-
sion. In the M1-closure scheme, the matter motion is
encoded through V i in equation (31). Equation (31)
includes up to first-order terms of the local MFP, and
higher-order terms are neglected. In the filamental pat-
terns in figure 18, the HrV θ term becomes too large
since the matter moves laterally in the semi-transparent
regions: Hr is no longer the first order of the MFP and
V θ is non-negligible. This term should be canceled by
the higher-order terms, but they are neglected in this
formulation. Hence |P rθthick| becomes too large for the
assumption of the M1-closure scheme to hold. Similar
discussions are also presented in Harada et al. (2019).
Richers et al. (2017) showed that the limited angular
resolution of the SN solver makes the off-diagonal com-
ponent of the Eddington tensor underestimated. Thus
higher-resolution simulations probably show less differ-
ence between the Boltzmann- and M1-Eddington ten-
sors. The possible violation of the assumption of the
M1-closure relation, inequality |P rθthick| < |P rθthin|, is still
problematic, however.
One of the peculiar features in figure 18 is the very
(negative) large value of krθM1 colored by dark blue in the
top left panel (LS model at tpb = 17.5 ms). This panel
corresponds to the first phase of the prompt convection,
and the shock expanding from the equator rides over the
shock in the upper region. A significant lateral motion
to the negative θ direction arises there, and hence such
a matter motion produces the large lateral flux to the
negative θ direction. This lateral flux results in the large
F rF θ and hence the large P rθthin. Besides, the large V
θ
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Figure 18. The comparison of the rθ-components of the Boltzmann- and M1-Eddington tensors for νe. The left column is for
the LS model, while the right column is for the FS model. The top, middle, and bottom rows are taken from the snapshots at
tpb = 17.5 ms, 100 ms, and 300 ms, respectively. For each panel, the left and the middle portions are the Boltzmann- and the
M1-Eddington tensors, respectively; the right portion is the difference between them. The black circles in the middle panels
indicate the filamental patterns discussed in the text. Note that the values are multiplied by a factor of ten for the display.
makes P rθthick large. Both of them result in the large k
rθ
M1.
Note that the large F θ does not necessarily result in the
large P rθ. This is because the P rθ is related to the
quadrupole moment of the distribution function, while
the F i is the dipole moment of the distribution.
The Eddington tensors of ν¯e displayed in figure 19
show the similar background and opposite filamental
patterns to those of νe. The basic pattern of signature,
which is the background pattern behind the filamental
patterns, is opposite between νe (figure 18) and ν¯e (fig-
ure 19). For example, the signs in the equatorial and
northern/southern regions of the upper left panel of fig-
ure 19 (ν¯e for LS model at tpb = 17.5 ms) are positive
and negative, respectively, contrary to those of figure 18;
the sign in the upper region of the middle left panel of
figure 19 (ν¯e for LS model at tpb = 100 ms) is negative
while that of figure 18 for νe is positive. On the other
hand, the filamental patterns for νe and ν¯e are similar.
The filaments which are enclosed by the black circles
in the middle panels of figure 18 (νe at tpb = 100 ms)
are also found in the middle panels of figure 19 (ν¯e at
tpb = 100 ms).
The rθ-component of the Eddington tensor is deter-
mined by the emission from the optically thick region,
whose signature is different between νe and ν¯e, and the
matter motion, whose signature is the same between the
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Figure 19. The same as figure 18 except that the displayed neutrino species is ν¯e.
two neutrino species. The different signs of the back-
ground pattern discussed above originate from the de-
generacy of νe discussed in section 4.1. In the optically
thick region, the number density of ν¯e is large in the
region where νe number density is small, and the lateral
component of the diffusion flux of ν¯e is the opposite to
that of νe. This is imprinted not only in the flux but
also the rθ-component of the Eddington tensor. For the
semi-transparent to optically thin region, though νe is
no longer degenerate, the pattern generated in the op-
tically thick region is transported and shows the same
signature as the inner regions. The background pattern
is hence determined by the emission from the optically
thick region. On the other hand, the filamental patterns
are induced by the matter motion. Since the matter mo-
tion is common for both neutrino species, the filamental
pattern for νe and ν¯e are similar.
The Eddington tensors for νx are shown in figure 20.
The filamental pattern is similar to νe and ν¯e. This is be-
cause the matter motion again determines the signature
there. However, the pattern in the other regions does
not have clear (anti-) correlation with νe and ν¯e. Since
the number density is solely determined by the temper-
ature and has nothing to do with the chemical potential
of νe, the resultant pattern is again not so related to
that of νe and ν¯e.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed the postbounce dy-
namics and the neutrino properties of the models with
different EOSs. They are summarized as follows:
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Figure 20. The same as figures 18 and 19 except that the displayed neutrino species is νx.
• The model with the LS EOS shows shock re-
vival, while that with the FS EOS does not. The
neutrino luminosities, energies, heating rates, the
mass accretion rates, and the total energies in the
gain region of the two models are similar, while
the gain mass and the strength of the turbulence
are different. This is originated from the differ-
ence in the nuclear composition of the accreting
matter. The estimated binding energy is larger
for the LS model, and hence the more energy is
consumed to photodissociate them. It results in
the steeper entropy gradient which drives stronger
prompt convection. It enhances the later neutrino
driven convection.
• The structure of PNS implies the importance of
the composition. The central region of the PNS
in the LS model is more compact than that in the
FS model. However, the outer region in the LS
model is slightly less compact than that in the FS
model. This is understood from the effective stiff-
ness. The nuclear composition under the NSE has
more degrees of freedom than that under the SNA.
Since the FS EOS consideres the NSE, the free en-
ergy in the FS model is lower than that in the LS
model. Therefore the pressure gets lower in the
FS model, and hence the FS EOS at sub-nuclear
densities is softer than the LS EOS.
• The neutrino flux is determined by the diffusion
of the neutrinos, whose direction is along the gra-
dient of neutrino number density, and the mat-
ter velocity via the Lorentz transformation. The
νe number density decreases with the radius, and
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hence the diffusion flux directs from the rising fluid
parcels to the sinking parcels when the prompt
convection develops. On the other hand, the ν¯e
number density increases with the radius in the
region where the prompt convection occurs. This
is because the νe number density and hence the
degeneracy of νe decreases with the radius. There-
fore the diffusion flux directs from sinking to ris-
ing fluid parcels. For the heavy-lepton type neu-
trinos, its number density is determined by the
zero-chemical potential thermal distribution: it in-
creases with the temperature. Therefore the diffu-
sion flux is similar to the anti-electron-type neutri-
nos, while it is slightly different because the peak
in the number density lies in the convectively un-
stable region.
• We compared the Boltzmann- and M1-Eddington
tensors and found that the effect of the matter
velocity on the Eddington tensor is overestimated
in the M1-Eddington tensor. This is mainly be-
cause the higher-order terms of the local MFP ne-
glected in equation (31) is too large for the M1-
approximation to hold. The Eddington tensor it-
self is affected by both the diffusion of neutrinos
and the matter velocity. The contribution of the
neutrino diffusion is opposite between νe and ν¯e
due to the νe degeneracy. The contribution the
diffusion of νx is nothing to do with νe and ν¯e since
the distribution of νx is solely determined by the
temperature, not the neutrino chemical potential.
On the other hand, the contribution of the matter
velocity is common among them. This difference
explains the distribution of the rθ-component of
the Eddington tensors of νe, ν¯e, and νx.
We have conducted the thorough analyses of the sim-
ulations with non-rotating 11.2M progenitor with
the LS and FS EOSs in this paper, but system-
atic studies about the input physics would be also
required. We are further running the Boltzmann-
radiation-hydrodynamics code with a variety of input
physics: different progenitors, different initial rotations,
and different EOSs. Collecting the deep analysis of these
simulations, we can obtain valuable clues to understand
the explosion mechanism of the CCSNe.
In addition, we are continuously developing the code.
For 2D simulations, improvement in feedback from the
neutrino–matter interaction and its influence on the
PNS kick are discussed in Nagakura et al. (2019b,a).
These simulations employ one of the currently most
realistic EOS model (Togashi et al. 2017). We have
developed the 3D version of the Boltzmann-radiation-
hydrodynamics code, and it can follow the first few tens
of millisecond (Iwakami et al. in prep.). The general
relativistic version of the code is also under develop-
ment. The spherical polar coordinate employed in our
code has some difficulty at the center and along the
pole in running the numerical relativity, but Baumgarte
et al. (2013) suggested the method to avoid it. We
are developing the GR version of our code using their
technique. With coming next-generation supercomput-
ers, we hope to run the general relativistic Boltzmann-
radiation-hydrodynamics code without any spatial sym-
metry. The simulations with the code would provide the
deep understanding of the effect of each physical process
on the dynamics of the supernova explosions.
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